
Nasty Kinks in the Cotton Problem
Fires that threatened to burn American cotton growers 
in the late 1930’s are being rekindled by current events. 
As was true then, world production of cotton is large, 
and stocks are building apace. The fires of the thirties, 
however, were doused by the vast need for cotton during 
World War II. World production during the war fell off; 
carryovers were used up; prices rose; and American cot
ton growers enjoyed favorable incomes as their large 
crops sold for as much as 105 percent of parity. Several 
years after the war, production rose rapidly both at home 
and abroad. World cotton prices ultimately declined, and 
the United States prices fell to the price-support level. 
Large cotton carryovers clearly demonstrate that there are 
difficulties connected with the operation of any price- 
support program, and particularly when world market 
commodities like cotton or wheat are involved.

For perfect operation of a cotton price-support pro
gram, firm downward control of supply and upward con
trol of demand are necessary. Under the ideal operation, 
cotton production would be held at the quantity the 
market would take at the support price. This price would 
neither be one that brings large profits to some growers 
while promoting the production of high-cost cotton by 
other growers nor one that encourages output of substitute 
products that take over a share of the cotton market.

To achieve this ideal price-support situation, some 
authoritative planning group must have exceptional ability 
to evaluate the ever-changing supply and demand factors. 
They must be able to translate their evaluations into 
administrative directives that will help achieve the most 
appropriate price. The directives might call for acreage 
reductions, increases in the uses of cotton by particular 
groups, or both.

World Cotton Carryover Mounts

Increased yearly carryovers quickly registered the fail
ure of those running a price-support program to keep 
cotton production in line with demand. It would, how
ever, be unfair to lay all the blame at the feet of the 
program administrators. Unforeseen supply and demand 
bogies continually jump from behind pillars to confuse 
them and to confound their efforts to appraise future 
market conditions adequately. In the first place, although 
cotton is sold in a world market, the United States 
authorities have no control over the amounts produced, 
purchased, or sold by foreigners. On the supply side, 
for example, farmers both at home and abroad may work 
more diligently and raise their yields. On the demand 
side, nations can alter the consumption of world supplies 
with import quotas, or they can unexpectedly cut off their 
spending spigots by issuing licenses for the use of holdings 
of foreign money. Criticism for failure would be more just 
if it were directed at political actions that establish 
unrealistic support levels and unwieldy mechanics for 
achieving them. If any blame is to be assessed, therefore, 
the general public must share in it.

Faults in the price-support program first appeared in the

late 1930’s when cotton carryovers in the United States 
grew in spite of the fact that one of the program’s main 
aims was to control supply. At the same time, the United 
States support price indirectly supported world cotton 
prices and encouraged production abroad. Such an oc
currence is one of the most exasperating features of any 
program for supporting the price of a world commodity. 
In 1953 a similar situation exists, and so exasperation 
will be intensified.

Cotton consumption again is being outpaced by pro
duction, and world carryovers are becoming larger each 
year. Government estimates place stocks of cotton on 
July 31, 1953, in free world countries at about 15.3 
million bales, 66 percent of which is held in foreign 
nations. In the United States, carryover is likely to be 
about 5.2 million bales this year, compared with 2.8 
million on August 1, 1952. This nation’s exports were 
reduced to 3.1 million bales this year, which contributed 
to the increased carryover. With favorable weather, the 
estimated 24,618,000 acres now planted to cotton in this 
country could produce about 14 million bales. If con
sumption or exports do not pick up, this crop could lead 
to an even larger carryover next year. The significance 
of the growth in carryover in the United States is that, 
although our price-support level bolsters world prices, 
foreign nations sell below it when they see advantage in 
such action. It may be, for example, that their unit pro
duction costs are well below the United States support 
price. Or, foreign nations, with their production over- 
stimulated by the protection of our support price, may 
simply decide to sell some cotton at lower prices. This 
nation’s exports, particularly to India and Japan, have 
been shrinking partly because some foreign growths, such 
as Mexican middling 15/16 inch and Turkish Acala II, 
have been selling from one to two cents below comparable 
American growths.

Lags in Cotton Consumption
Determining and obtaining a supply of cotton that will 
theoretically help to achieve the ideal support price is 
only part of a complicated task. The demand for cotton 
also has to be steered in the right direction. And this 
“demand critter” is a slippery eel— especially slippery if 
the support price for cotton is fixed at an unrealistic level 
in relation to the production costs of fabrics from other 
fibers in the United States and other nations. At present, 
the cotton economy is being adversely affected by an 
unrealistic price level and resulting reduced consumption.

In large measure, the gain in use of rayon and other 
synthetic fibers and the down trend in per-capita cotton 
consumption are attributable to price disparities between 
price-supported cotton and its substitutes. Staple rayon 
fiber prices since 1944, for example, have ranged between 
78 and 99 percent of middling 15/16 inch prices. Mean
while, rayon production in the United States under this 
competitive price situation has risen about 56 percent.

Rising synthetic fiber output abroad further dampens
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enthusiasm regarding the future demand of foreign nations 
for American cotton and cotton cloth. European output 
of synthetics is now 70 percent above the 1940 level. 
In Asia, Japan is using a tariff and a subsidy program to 
encourage the growth of a rayon industry.

Exports of cotton cloth from the United States have 
suffered from ills brought on by these circumstances. 
From a peak of about 1,468 million square yards in 1947, 
such exports have fallen to about 800 million square 
yards. Rejuvenated textile mills of a highly efficient 
character have increased production in foreign nations. 
War-damaged countries have come up sharply in the

U. S. Per Capita Consumption of Textile Fibers

consumption of cotton for manufacture. In Italy, for 
example, the gain from 1945 to 1952 was 158 percent. 
Some of the new cloth in European countries is being 
turned out by modernized mills at reduced production 
costs. This, plus lower prices for foreign growths of raw 
cotton, has meant increasingly strong competition in for
eign markets for United States cloth.

With the price of cotton now clinging to a high support 
level, it will take some strong forces to push consumption 
up enough to raise prices very far above that level. Cur
rent indicators do not reveal any forces strong enough 
to do this. Families, for instance, have been replenishing 
their wardrobes only modestly, probably because they are 
replacing only worn-out items rather than adding to their 
stocks as they did in 1950 and 1951. Judging from 
recent rises in consumer debt, families have been using a 
major share of their current incomes to satisfy desires for 
automobiles, furniture, and household appliances.

The present psychology in the industrial market seems 
to be against mass buying of large quantities of cotton. 
Industrial buyers see the price of cotton as remaining at 
the support level and are not induced to lay in abnormal 
stocks of raw cotton or finished cotton textiles. Foreign 
buyers have taken a similar position, and since they can 
see no point in building inventories at what might prove 
to be high prices, their mill stocks of raw cotton abroad 
have been worked down rather than built up. War needs 
for cotton have become less, urgent in view of the defense 
“stretch-out” and the continued simmering of the cold 
war and so are not aiding the price-support administra

tors by pushing up on demand. At the same time, the 
nation’s grants of foreign aid funds are dwindling.

Price-support Program Dilemma Continues
Growing production, slackening consumption, and rising 
carryovers once again raise debates on the economics of 
the present price-support program. Cotton price-support 
history shows that the floor price has effectively held 
domestic cotton prices up in years when they otherwise 
would have fallen dangerously. To accomplish this, the 
Commodity Credit Corporation has made loans on cotton 
each year since 1933, except 1936. For a time the Govern
ment actually bought the cotton in order to sustain the 
price. The C C C  held title to as much as 6.9 million bales 
in 1940. The Government has actually realized a mone
tary gain on its cotton operations, principally because of 
war emergencies and associated price inflation. Similar 
results, however, are not assured for the future. The 
stage is set for an intensification of this nation’s cotton 
dilemma— a high support price bringing larger, not lower, 
carryovers. Even with effective production controls pinch
ing national cotton output, the possibility of growing 
carryovers would still exist because foreign production 
can hold high and American exports and domestic con
sumption can shrink further.

In the controversy over cotton price support, the eco
nomic questions raised are vexatious ones because the 
facts and logic of economic science fail to justify rigidly 
high price supports. Perhaps the debate would be more 
reasoned if the problem were recognized for what it is 
— principally a social problem with economic overtones. 
In the instance of cotton, the public apparently feels that 
the permanence of the family-type farm and the well
being of farmers, a sizable group in the national society, 
should be safeguarded, and, through political pressures, 
the safeguarding has taken the form of price protection. 
Farmers find the price-support and production-control 
programs a mixed blessing. With price support they may 
receive higher prices than without it, but most growers 
can expect to have less cotton to sell because of quotas 
and reduced acreage.

Though the combined effect of higher prices and less 
cotton to sell can bring reduced gross income, controls 
seem to most farmers less frightening and less hazardous 
than sharply falling prices. Such attitudes are understand
able when one notes that net returns to cotton farmers and 
their families on Southern Piedmont farms were 19 cents 
an hour in 1949, when cotton prices averaged 29 cents a 
pound. With 40-cent cotton in 1950, net returns were 
45 cents an hour. With a cotton price of about 32 cents, 
net returns probably would shrink by at least as much as 
the 20-percent drop indicated by such a price change.

As long as social aspects of the price problem exist and 
farmers fear violent cotton price declines and there are 
political maneuvers to perpetuate a ' support program, 
price support of one kind or another seems destined to 
continue. The current state of supply and demand for 
cotton lends weight to the belief that the support price, 
except for seasonal variations, is likely to be the Amer
ican market price for a while.

A rthur  H. Ka n t n e r .
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